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BUSTER 100 – a small but impressive power light
The well-known BUSTER series is growing: building off of the successful BUSTER 200
and BUSTER 600 models, SIGMA SPORT is now launching its smallest and most
lightweight power light, the BUSTER 100. With a light output of 120 lumens and a
beam range of 35 meters, the BUSTER 100 offers optimum illumination and is ideal for
use both in cities and when off-roading in the dark. With its slender housing and
weighing only 62 grams, you’ll barely even notice the BUSTER 100 on your
handlebars. At an RRP of just €24.95, SIGMA SPORT’s new front light further
impresses with its unbeatable value for money.
The BUSTER 100 is the only SIGMA power light to have a permanently illuminated
operating button, which can be quickly and easily found in the dark. All lights in the
BUSTER series feature the same six modes. Three solid light modes of power (120
lumens), standard (60 lumens) and eco (30 lumens) are accompanied by the BUSTER
100’s three flashing modes: normal, fast, and ‘SOS’.
Depending on the mode, the batteries last up to 10 hours. The BUSTER 100 can be
fully recharged within two hours using the micro USB cable provided. Plus, the power
button also functions as a current battery status indicator and a charge status
indicator.
So small and light yet so powerful! Premium-quality materials make the BUSTER 100
robust and weatherproof. The micro USB charging port is protected against dust and
dirt by a silicone plug, which is easy to open and re-seal.
Barely larger than a matchbox, the BUSTER 100 fits into any pants pocket and is the
ideal everyday companion. With 120 lumens, it is also a versatile pocket torch.
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